In this paper novel method is proposed to generate optimal ranking based on clustered query sessions using hybridisation of ant colony optimisation (ACO) and genetic algorithm (GA) for effective information retrieval. The advantage of using ACO with GA for web page ranking is that both complement each other in optimisation and overcome local minima problem therefore it generates the optimal ranking of clicked URLs. The optimal ranking of web pages (clicked URLs) when used for recommendations retrieve more and more relevant documents up in ranking and improve the precision of search results. The recommendation of optimal ranking of clicked URLs continues during web search for effective personalisation of user search goal. Experiment was conducted on the data set captured in three domains and results were analysed statistically to confirm the improvement of precision of search results using the proposed method.
Introduction
Information on the web is huge in size and identifying the information relevant to the specific information need of web users is a big challenge for search engines. The search engines use the search query to retrieve the large collection of ranked search results and relevant documents are found lower in ranking of search results due to imprecise search query. It is found that user rarely go beyond the first web page and relevant documents are found lower in ranking therefore the information need of the user could not be satisfied. Research has been done using various page ranking algorithm in order to bring more and more relevant documents up in search results for the improvement of precision of search results (Kumar et al., 2011; Tyagi and Sharma, 2012b; Xing and Ghorbani, 2004) .
In comparative analysis of page ranking algorithms it is found that page rank method has the medium quality of results due to the fact the new web page which has few links to it will not get high rank even it is good. HITS algorithm suffers from topic drift problem. The weighted page rank generates the results better than page rank but it does not consider user browsing pattern. The performance of page rank method based on visit of links (VOL) is found to be less than weighted page rank as it does not consider the popularity of web page. The weighted page rank based on VOL generates results better than page rank, weighted page rank, page rank based on VOL and HITS but need further improvement (Kumari et al., 2014; Tyagi and Sharma, 2012a; Sharma and Sharma, 2010; Garg and Jain, 2015) .
It is found in the research that optimisations techniques like ant colony optimisation (ACO), GA and their hybrid have been used widely in various domains and results shows promising (Shang et al., 2007; Duan and Yu, 2007; Xu et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2010; Vidhate and Wankhade, 2013; Hlaing and Khine, 2011; Tyagi and Varshney, 2012; Chawla, 2013 Chawla, , 2014b . There has been no work done in the research which uses optimisation techniques ACO and GA for web page ranking in the field of information retrieval. Hybridisation of ACO and genetic algorithm (GA) has been used for optimisation due to the reason when both GA and ACO operate on a shared population the effort of accomplishing the shared optimisation goal is enhanced through population and pheromone updates of the hybrid algorithm. Thus ACO provides best possible solution and GA helps in giving the globally optimal solution thus preventing the algorithm from going into the local optima and the shared optimisation goal is accomplished effectively (Vidhate and Wankhade, 2013) . Hence in this paper a novel method is proposed for generating the optimal ranking of clusterwise clicked URLs using ACO and GA for recommendations to better personalise the web search and improve the precision of search results.
The entire processing of the proposed approach is divided into two phase: offline and online. In offline query sessions keyword vector are generated using TFIDF and information scent of clicked URLs and are clustered using k-means. The pheromone of clicked URLs in a given cluster is initialised using their information scent value. GA is applied on the set of high pheromone clicked URLs in a given cluster in order to generate the optimal ranking of clicked URLs. Thus at the end of offline processing, each cluster is associated with optimal ranking of clicked URLs.
During online processing, the user query is used to select the most similar cluster to recommend the optimal ranking of clicked URLs. The user's response to recommendations is tracked to store the user profile and the pheromone of the clicked URLs is updated using ACO. The recommendation of optimal ranking of clicked URLs and pheromone updates continues during user web search for effective information retrieval. The flowchart depicting the sequence of steps for the proposed approach is given in Figure 1 .
Figure 1
Flowchart showing the sequence of steps for optimal web page ranking using ACO-GA Experiment was conducted on the data set of user query sessions captured on the web in three selected domains academics, entertainment and sports in order to evaluate the effectiveness of hybridisation of ACO with GA for optimal ranking of clicked URLs. The results were compared with PWS (with ACO only) (Chawla, 2013) work closely related to proposed work and classic IR (Google search results). The improvement in the average precision of search results confirms that the application of ACO and GA for rank optimisation of clicked URLs brings more relevant documents than using ACO only and classic IR.
Related work
Numerous page rank algorithm have been proposed in literature. In page rank algorithm graph-based method is used for calculating rank using the number of back-links of the page. HITS algorithm calculates hubs and authorities score based on forward and back link of web page. In weighted page rank algorithm popularity of incoming and outgoing link of web page is used for rank calculation. Page rank based on VOL calculates the rank score of web page using the number of visits of link. In weighted Page Rank algorithm based on VOL, the rank score of web page is calculated using number of VOL and popularity of incoming links of web page (Xing and Ghorbani, 2004; Kumar et al., 2011; Tyagi and Sharma, 2012b) .
There are personalised web page ranking method using integrated page ranking and page segmentation algorithm. In integrated page ranking algorithm both the content and the link are integrated to improve the retrieval efficiency. In page segmentation algorithms pages are segmented as blocks for improving the retrieval performance in the web context but have got its own demerits (Bonett, 2001; Jayanthi and Jayakumar, 2011; Callan, 1994; Yang and Zhang, 2001; Cai et al., 2003; Nagy et al., 1992; Selvan et al., 2012) .
Recently, GA and ACO have widely been used as search algorithms in various applications and have also demonstrated satisfactory performances (Di Caro and Dorigo, 1999; Bonabeau et al., 1999) .
The GA has been used to solve the quadratic assignment problem, vehicle routing problem with time window, travelling salesman and shop scheduling problem (Ahuja et al., 2000; Bräysy, 2001; Moon et al., 2002; Tyagi and Varshney, 2012 ).
An ACO has been used in the vehicle routing problem, minimum spanning tree problem and travelling salesman (Bell and Mcmullen, 2004; Neumann and Witt, 2010; Hlaing and Khine, 2011) . In Venkatesan and Karnan (2010) , a method is proposed which uses ACO algorithm to implement feature subset selection and search procedure.
In Gambardella et al. (1999) comparison is done between GA and other methodologies for the problems such as ACO and analysis shows that GA and ACO have shown similar performances for different optimisation problems. GA is found faster than ACO but for complex problems, ACO performs better than GA in path finding problems.
Hybridisation of optimisation techniques have been applied in various domain like in (Surekha and Sumathi, 2010) job shop scheduling problem is solved using GA and ACO where fuzzy logic is used for scheduling the sequence of job.
In Logeswari and Karnan (2010) hybrid of fuzzy, ACO and self-organising map is used to detect tumours in brain. In Chang et al. (2012) a method is proposed using hybrid of ACO and SVM where ACO is used for feature set selection and SVM is used for lymph node classification from ultrasound images. In Thangavel and Velayutham (2012) method based on bioinspired computation like ACO, BCO and GA is used for features selection extracted from mammogram image.
In Shang et al. (2007) hybrid of GA and ACO is proposed as a new algorithm to solve travelling salesman problem (TSP). It is claimed the hybrid algorithm is more effective compare to the GA and ACO. In Duan and Yu (2007) , the memetic algorithm is used to find the parameters combination in ACO. The use of memetic algorithm selects the adjustable parameter in ACO where otherwise human experience is needed and depends on coincidence. In Xu et al. (2008) hybrid algorithm based on GA and ACO is used for TSP where ACO is used to help GA to eliminate the appearance of invalid tour and GA is used to overcome the dependency on the matrix of pheromone in ACO. In Yang et al. (2010) GA is used for the selection of the parameters in ant colony algorithm and is used for dynamic web service composition algorithm. The experimental results showed that the speed of service selection is increased using combined algorithm. In Vidhate and Wankhade (2013) an approach is proposed using hybrid of ACO and GA for producing the best possible path between source and destination nodes pairs in mobile adhoc network (MANET). ACO provides best possible solution and GA helps in giving the globally optimal solution from all the best possible paths thus preventing the algorithm from going into the local optima.
In Gao et al. (2015) hybrid of GA and ACO is used for solving complex problems. GA is used to update the global optimum solution and ACO is used for balancing the global and local search ability for improving the convergence speed. In Fidanova et al. (2014) GA and ACO is used for model parameters identification problem. GA is used to find a feasible solution for the optimisation problem and ACO is applied on solutions generated by GA. The results confirm the advantage of using hybrid GA-ACO. In (Guangdong and Qun, 2011 ) sports competition scheduling is done using ACO-GA. The GA generates the activity lists and used as initial population for the ACO execution. GA is used subsequently to apply crossover and mutation operations to generate a new population. In Shuqeir and Al Qublan (2014) hybrid algorithm based on ant and GA is proposed for task allocation on a network of homogeneous processors. In Zukhri and Paputungan (2013) GA-ACO is used for travelling salesman problem. GA will observe and preserve the fittest ant in each cycle in every generation and only unvisited cities will be assessed by ACO. In Maleki et al. (2014) GA and ACO is used for optimisation of factors weights in software project cost estimation. In Gharehchopogh et al. (2012) a new approach is proposed for dynamic travelling salesman problem using hybrid of GA and ACO. In Cha'ari et al. (2014) the global path planning problem of mobile robots is solved using ACO-GA algorithm.
In this paper hybrid of ACO and GA has been applied for clusterwise web page rank optimisation in order to improve the precision of search results and satisfy the information need of the user effectively.
Background

Information scent
Information scent is the measure of sense of relevance of clicked web page with respect to the information need of user based on web usage data. The inferring user need by information scent (IUNIS) algorithm is used to quantify the information scent s id of the pages P id clicked by the user in i th query session (Chi et al., 2001; Heer and Chi, 2002; Pirolli, 1997 Pirolli, , 2006 .
The page access PF.IPF weight and Time are used to quantify the information scent associated with the clicked page in a query session. The information scent s id is calculated for each clicked page P id in a given query session i for all m query sessions identified in query session mining as follows:
PF.IPF(P id ): PF correspond to the page P id normalised frequency id P f in a given query session i where n is the number of distinct clicked page in session i and IPF correspond to the ratio of total number of query sessions M in the whole data set to the number of query sessions d P m that contain the given page P d . Time(P id ): it is the ratio of time spent on the page P id in a given session i to the total duration of query session i. Bedi, 2007, 2008; Chawla, 2012a Chawla, , 2012b Chawla, , 2014a .
The query session vector Q i of the i th session is defined as linear combination of content vector of each clicked page P id scaled by the weight s id which is the information scent associated with the clicked page P id in session i. That is
In equation (3) n is the number of distinct clicked pages in the session i and s id (information scent) is calculated for each clicked page present in a given session i as defined in equation (1). The content vector of clicked page P id is weighted using TF.IDF. Each i th query session i s obtained as weighted vector Q i using equation (3). This vector is modelling the information need associated with the i th query session. The k-means algorithm is used for clustering query sessions keyword vectors since its performance is good for document clustering. k-means is easy to understand and implement and takes less time to execute as compared to other techniques. It can handle large data sets (Wen et al., 2002; Zhao and Karypis, 2002) . The vector space implementation of k-means uses score or criterion function for measuring the quality of resulting clusters (Zhao and Karypis, 2001 ).
Genetic algorithms (GAs)
GA is a search method based on the natural theory of evolution. The steps to evolve solutions to the search problem using GA involve initialisation, evaluation, selection, recombination, mutation and replacement. There are number of selection methods such as roulette-wheel selection, stochastic universal selection, ranking selection, tournament selection and truncate selection. The crossover operator is a genetic operator for the reproduction of offspring from parent chromosomes. There are various types of crossovers like k-point crossover, uniform crossover, uniform order-based crossover, order-based crossover and partially matched crossover (PMX). The mutation is the genetic operator which changes the gene at the specific position in the chromosome. A common mutation type is bit wise/point mutation. In the replacement phase, the offspring population generated using selection; recombination and mutation operators will replace the parent population. There are a number of replacement techniques such as elitist replacement, generation-wise replacement, steady-state-no-duplicates and steady-state replacement methods (Bremermann, 1958; Pal et al., 2002; Goldberg, 1989) .
Ant colony optimisation (ACO)
ACO is inspired from the social behaviour of ant colonies. Ants communicate with each other indirectly through chemical called pheromone released by the ants on their path to food source (Dorigo et al., 1991; Dorigo, 1992; Colorni et al., 1994) .
The objective of ACO is to construct the path of the ant from source to destination by making local optimal choice at each point of decision using probability rule as given in equation (4) (Jones and Bouffet, 2007) . In the beginning of the optimisation, the pheromone value of all arcs on the constructed path is initialised to the constant value τ 0 . The pheremone trails are updated in two ways as defined in equation (5) and equation (6) given below. This pheromone updation process increases the probability of the quality paths to be followed by the more ant in future while finding solution to the problem. The quality paths include solution component that were either used by the many ants in the past or was at least followed by the ant which produces high quality solution (Dorigo and Socha, 2006) .
where Q is an application-specific constant, m is the number of ants, A represents all arcs of the problem of construction graph, C k (t)is the overall cost function of tour T k (t) constructed by the k th ant at the t th iteration, and T k (t) is the set of all arcs visited by ant k at the iteration t. Other variations of ACO, however, restrict pheromone depositing to the arcs of the best tour T best only.
4 Cluster based optimal ranking of clicked URLs using hybridisation of ACO-GA for effective personalised web search
In this paper a novel method is proposed for generating clusterwise optimal ranking of clicked URLs using ACO-GA for effective information retrieval. An algorithm is designed based on using optimal ranking of clicked URLs for recommendations in order to better personalise the web search of the user. The entire processing of the algorithm is divided into phases 1 and 2. In phase 1 offline processing is performed, user query sessions collected on the web are processed to generate the query sessions keyword vectors using information scent and content of clicked URLs. The query sessions keyword vector are clustered using k-means where each cluster group similar information need keyword vector. The pheromone of each clicked URLs in a given cluster is initialised with its information scent value.
The high pheromone clicked URLs are selected in each cluster for optimisation using GA. During optimisation, the selected clicked URLs in a given cluster are permuted to compose the population of individuals where each individual represents the possible ranking of selected clicked URLs in a given cluster. The fitness value of each individual is calculated based on harmonic mean of average pheromone value of clicked URLs present in it and the maximum fitness individuals are selected for reproduction using crossover and mutation in order to generate the next generation of population of individuals. The generations of population of individuals stop when the terminating condition is reached. Thus upon termination, individual with the best fitness value is selected to determine a set of optimal ranking of clicked URLs for a given cluster and used for recommendations for personalised web search. The flowchart showing the steps of phase 1 and phase 2 is given in Figure 2 .
The algorithmic description of phase 1 is given in the table.
Phase 1
Offline pre-processing 1 Dataset collected on the web is pre-processed to get the query sessions.
2 For each clicked URLs, the information scent metric is calculated using equation (1) which is the measure of the relevancy of the clicked URLs with respect to the information need of the user.
3 Query sessions keyword vector is generated from query sessions using information scent and content of Clicked URLs using equation (3).
4 k-means algorithm is used for clustering query sessions keyword vector.
5 Each cluster j is associated with the mean keyword vector clust_meanj.
6 The clicked URLs of the user query session are associated with the initial pheromone value τ pheremoneclickedURLs (0) = information scent of the clicked URL. ∆τ URLs = 0, where ∆τ URLs is the quantity trail substance (pheromone in real ants) laid on clicked URLs by the k th user/ant between time t and t + n.
7 The average pheromone is calculated for each distinct clicked URL in a given cluster τ avgpheremoneclickedURLs (0) based on total query sessions present in a given cluster.
8 For each cluster j maintain the list of clicked URLs in list L j whose avgpheremone >= threshold (ρ).
9 Apply the algorithm GA-based optimal ranking of clustered clicked URLs on the list L j associated with each cluster j to determine the optimal ranking of clicked URLs associated with each cluster and is represented by OR j (optimal ranking j).
Algorithm 2:
GA-based optimal ranking of clustered clicked URLs Input: list L j , cluster mean keyword vector clust_meanj 5 Select those chromosomes which have the highest value of harmonic value in HS array using tournament selection and also followed elitism which copies the best chromosome (or a few best chromosomes) to new population without mutation and crossover.
6 Apply the uniform order-based crossover and single point mutation with mutation probability 0.25 and crossover rate of 0.8 on the selected chromosomes not included in elitism.
7 Apply the steady-state-no-duplicates replacement policy to replace the population of parent chromosome with the reproduced offspring chromosomes obtained in steps 6 and 5 in order to generate the next generation of population P.
8 Go to step 4 until the required number of n1 iterations or terminating conditions is satisfied where the difference between the optimal Fitness values of last 50 generation is less than the threshold value τ.
9 Upon termination, select the k th chromosome with the highest fitness value in last generation of population P. The selected chromosome determines the optimal ranking of docid of the m selected clicked URLs and stored in the List OR j associated with the cluster j. During online processing, user search query issued for web search is used to select the most similar cluster and the selected cluster is used to recommend the optimal ranking of clicked URLs. The user clicks to the recommended URLs is tracked to capture the user profile and the pheromone of the corresponding clicked URLs is updated in clusters. As the user request for next result page, the user profile so far captured is transformed into keyword vector and is used to select the cluster for the recommendation of next set of optimal ranking of clicked URLs. The recommendation of optimal ranking of clicked URLs and the updation of pheromone continues as long as user searches.
The optimal ranking of clicked URLs associated with clusters is not static but changes with time as the pheromone value of clicked URLs increases/decreases with time depending on the user's response to clicked URLs. The offline processing is resumed at regular interval to update the optimal ranking of clicked URLs based on pheromone value. Hence this regular updation of optimal ranking of clicked URLs based on pheromone value bring more and more relevant documents early in search results according to the information need of the user during the personalisation of web search.
The algorithmic description of phase 2 is given in the table.
Phase 2
Online processing.
1
The search query issued for web search is used to select the j th cluster which is most similar to the information need of the keyword-based user input query and is measured using cosine similarity measure.
2
The ordered ranked list of clicked URLs OR j associated with the cluster j is selected.
3
The selected OR j is presented to the user.
4
The user response to the recommended URLs is tracked and stores it in current user profile.
5
The information scent of the j th clicked URLs in the current user profile is calculated using time spent on it to the total duration of the current session and is represented as the pheromone τ j (t).
6
For each clicked URL of the current user session if present in the selected cluster, then pheromone value of the clicked URLs w.r.t current user profile will be added to the average pheromone value of the corresponding clicked URLs in selected cluster i in order to update its average pheromone value.
This is for all j where j is the clicked URL of the current user at time t and j ∈ selected cluster i. τ j (t) is the information scent of clicked URL j in the current user session and τ avgpheremoneURLs_ij (t) is the average pheromone of the j th clicked URL in i th cluster 7 If the user request for the next result page a Model the partial information need of the current user profile using the information scent and content of the URLs clicked so far in his partial user profile and obtain the user session keyword vector current_usersessionvector t .
b Select the j th cluster which is most similar to the information need associated with the current_usersessionvector t c Go to step 2. else Current search session is terminated 8
If the current session is terminated and no more web search session go to step 9 else go to step 1.
9
Resume the following steps in offline in order to update the optimal ranking of clicked URLs for each cluster based on avgpheromone value of clicked URLs in clusters.
10 a The average pheromone is calculated for each distinct clicked URL in a given cluster τ avgpheremoneURLs based on total query sessions present in a given cluster.
b For each cluster j select the list of clicked URLs in list L j whose avgpheremone >= threshold (ρ).
c Apply the algorithm GA-based optimal ranking of clustered clicked URLs on the list L j associated with the cluster j to determine optimal ranking of clicked URLs OR j .
d Go to step 1.
Experimental study
The experiment was conducted on a data set of user query sessions collected using the GUI-based architecture which has been developed to capture the user search sessions. In order to generate the dataset, the user is required to enter the input query through a GUI-based interface of the architecture and the Google search engine API are used to retrieve the search results displayed with the check boxes. The user clicks on the retrieved search results, are captured through the check boxes displayed on the GUI and stored in the database. The process of dataset generation is done in multiple sessions where users were asked to enter the search query not to the Google search engine directly but through the GUI of the developed architecture in order to generate our own data set of web query sessions. A snapshot of GUI interface of the architecture showing the Google search results for the input query 'hindi song' is shown in Figure 3 . The experiment was performed on the i3 processor with 120 GB RAM under Windows 8 using JSP, JADE, Oracle and GA tool box of MATLAB. The clustering agent developed in JADE is executed to generate the clusters of query session keyword vectors. The pheromone value τ of clicked URLs in the query sessions is initialised to its information scent value. The GA tool box of MATLAB software package was used for executing the GA on the clustered data set. In the experimental set up for evaluating the performance of personalised web search with optimal ranking of clicked URLs using ACO-GA hybridisation, the following parameters are used in the ACO and GA: the pheromone evaporation factor ρ ∈ [0, 1) (Dorigo, 1992) , MAXGEN maximum number of generations of population, length (P) represents the number of chromosomes individuals in the population, crossover rate recombination rate of the selected chromosome individuals in the population, mutation rate the rate of mutating the chromosomes in the population, tournament size in the tournament selection method and the threshold value of information scent.
The values of selected parameters vary as follows, the size of the population represented as length (P) was m! for each cluster where m is the number of selected clicked URLs in set M j associated with each j th cluster, crossover probability was varied in the range of [0.6-0.8] in increment of 0.1 and the mutation rate was varied in the range in [0.1-0.3] in increment of .05. Since the GA is a stochastic computational technique, it has to be iterated many times for a given problem so as to get a satisfactorily good result. The experiment was iterated for 100 generations with different value of selected parameters on the data set and optimal results were obtained at ρ = 0.5, crossover rate of 0.8, mutation rate of 0.25 and the size of the Tournament in the Tournament Selection was set to 4. The snap shot of GA toolbox execution in the MATLAB on the given cluster with the length (P) = 5,040(m!) for generating the optimal ranking of clicked URLs in a given cluster is shown in Figure 4 . In this study, the generations of population stops once the maximum number of generation is exceeded. The optimal ranking of clicked URLs is stored in the database for web page recommendation during personalisation of web search. 
Results and discussions
The performance of the proposed approach has been compared with PWS using optimal ranking of clicked URLs based on ACO in Chawla (2013) and classic IR (Google page rank). During online processing, the input query is used to select the cluster most similar to the information need of the user. The optimal ranking of clicked URLs associated with the selected cluster are recommended and displayed in the GUI Interface along with the checkboxes for capturing the user's clicks.
The personalised search results using ACO-GA/ACO for the input query 'hindi song' are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 . The user's clicks to the personalised search results are tracked to capture the user's profile and dynamically update the pheromone associated with the stored clicked URLs. When the user requests for the next result page, this captured user's profile is transformed into keyword vector and is used to select the cluster for recommending the optimal web page ranking in the next requested result page.
The recommendation of optimal ranking of web pages and dynamic updation of the pheromone of the clicked URLs in response to user's clicks continues during user's search session for effective personalisation of web search. The performance of PWS with optimal ranking of clicked URLs (using ACO-GA /ACO/classic IR) is evaluated from the average precision of personalised search results in each of the selected domains (academics, entertainment and sports). The test queries were issued in each of the selected domain to the GUI-based interface to retrieve the personalised search results. The 25 test queries were selected randomly in each of the domains academics, entertainment and sports. The purpose of selecting the queries in these three domains is to cover wide range of queries on the web. The relevancy of the documents was decided by the experts in the domain to which the queries belong.
The average precision of test queries in a given domain is computed based on the average of precision of queries computed using the fraction of relevant documents retrieved in the personalised search results. The experimental results showing the average precision of test queries computed in the domains of academics, entertainment and sports using PWS with ACO (with/without GA) and classic IR (Google search results) are shown in Figure 7 . The average precision is improved in each of the selected domains using personalised web search with optimal ranking of clicked URLs (ACO-GA). The obtained results were analysed using the statistical paired t-test for average precision of PWS with optimal ranking (ACO-GA) versus (PWS(ACO)/classic IR) with 74 degrees of freedom (d.f.) for the combined sample as well as in all three categories (academics, entertainment and sports) with 24 d.f each. The observed value of t for average precision was (36.03/51.29) for the combined sample, (27.81/33.62) for academics, (22.19/27.93) for entertainment and (17.72/36.66)for the sports categories. It was observed that the computed t value for paired difference of average precision lies outside the 95% confidence interval in each case. Hence null hypothesis was rejected and alternate hypothesis was accepted in each case and it was concluded that average precision improved significantly using optimal web page ranking based on ACO with GA both in comparison to ACO and classic IR.
Conclusions and future direction
In this paper a novel method is proposed for generating clusterwise optimal ranking of clicked URLs using ACO and GA for recommendations in order to improve the precision of search results. Experiment was conducted on the data set of user web query sessions captured in three selected domains Academics, Entertainment and Sports and the results shows the improvement in the precision of search results in comparison to ACO and classic IR. Thus in future ACO and GA-based optimal web page ranking can be combined with already existing page ranking method to improve their performance and increases the information retrieval effectiveness.
